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Summary of a case study about an on-going educational innovation – Compost Day
Problem: 
None of the green days in Hungary are dealing with the soil protection and recycling of organic materials.
Some facts:
	There are international events dealing with composting which are adaptable to Hungary. (e.g.: International Composting Awareness Week)
	In a methodological guide called Green days 14 days are introduced. 11 green days are for the international level, 3 days for the national or for the EU level, none for the local level in Hungary (Ms. Nyirati, 2005). 
	There are best practices, previous experiences on organizing Compost parties for children in the valley of the river Galga by the Folkhighschool of the Region of the River Galga (FRRG).

According to our analysis none of the published green days are dealing with locally organized and complex activity as composting that contributes to the education for sustainability. Composting idea can serve environmental, social and economical benefits too. (Chart 1.)
Chart 1. – Initiation of a new green day – Compost day
Green day/ aspects of analysis
Date
Spreading
 
Focus
Aims
Remarks
Compost Day
10th of October
n/l
Civil green NGOs initiate a new green day 
Possible adaptation of an event called  International Composting Awareness Week (ICAW) for one day long green day to Hungary

Education for sustainability 
Environmental benefits:
Improve soil quality 
Recycle valuable nutrients and reduce the use of artificial fertilizers
Prevent greenhouse gas emissions and reduce the amount of organic waste going to landfill
Improve water savings
Social benefits:
Traditional cultural events can be involved
Local educational institutions, NGOs and local governments may cooperate for a common purpose
Economical benefits:
Money savings
Composting industry can contribute
 
Methodical publications are needed as a background of the educational programs.  
e.g.: FRRG has some attempt to provide coloring books, methodical guideline. - - Coloring book for kindergarten children(2001)
- The big seed book for little ones and olders. (2002).
Some special topics could be involved: health protection, food production, eco gardening.


	International model (ICAW) also exists but the Hungarian adaptation of it has not happened yet. 
	Composting gives a brilliant model for teachers to learn about lifecycles in nature, helps children to understand these processes and helps to feel their own power to change their mind.  

Case – Compost day: 
Compost Day could serve the locality for several reasons. Those local green NGOs can be initiators which are concerned active on local level. (Schróth, 2004) They could offer their organizing skills or professional knowledge to educational institutions, local government and cooperate in concrete composting actions for soil protection and waste management to make inhabitants aware of environment as lifestyle.  
We couldn’t find statistics on how many of the educational institutions, civil organizations, local government organize, manage or support composting programs nowadays. We searched for items in www.google.hu
Chart 2.  - Number of keywords and items ( 15th of June, 2011 – www.google.hu)
Keyword
Items
Green  days
51.500
Birds and trees Day
218.000
Earth Day
572.000
Compost Day
133.000
Day of the River Tisza
9.770

Day of the River Tisza is appears among publicized green days (Ms. Nyirati, 2005) ( got a scale of ten thousand items) is the mostly regional green day, plus it is relatively a newly initiated one. Thus its numbers can be compared to that of Compost Day. It can be seen that the Compost Day got a scale of hundred thousand items like Birds and Trees Day or Earth Day. As we can conclude composting is an interesting and emphasized topic that can be tracked on the net.
Whether is it high time to initiate a new green day?
Let us have a look at what sort of conditions we need for such an innovation.  
	An environment-friendly activity that is socially recognized and practiced for a while in educational institutions, NGOs.

We found a stabile and well working civil organizational background. We can identify institutions dealing with composting on every level of public education. Its number and rate has not searched yet. 

Activity of composting can be easily performed in gardens, around block of flats, through the use of garden tools or do-it-yourself procedures. This activity can be carried out in an easy way, not too much complicated techniques, instruments should be involved.
The ready-to-use compost rich in humus as an output of the composting procedure can be used for various purposes locally.
	Partners which cooperate in this project.

According to our survey institutions and civil organizations can find each other. There is an existing relationship and also other networks should be connected. (Eco School Network, Green Kindergarten Network, Volunteer Center Foundation).
Organizers are coming from Humus Association, Compost Forum Hungary and Folkhighschool of the Region of the River Galga.  Most of them are paid staff, some volunteers and there is a researcher too. They try to manage this environmental educational innovation process.
	Plan and action plan.

Aim: Compost day should become a green day.
Target groups: kindergarten children, pupils, students, teachers and adults.
Planned activity: cultural and environmental educational program as a start
Plans are forming, depending on human capacities and financial sources.
	Financial sources

It is a weak point not yet unambiguously fixed. It can be a good solution to join large organizations, expansion of collaboration or successfully managed tenders can contribute to fulfillment.
	Media contacts, ICT devices and competencies. Pedagogical background.

In our case study we have information about the website www.komposztalj.hu powered by Humus Association, thus with their effective help this site can be developed with new contents. Media connections, ICT competences and accessories are not investigated in this study. 
Methodic databases and the pedagogic support materials are present at many organizations.
According to the survey there are tips and activities collected for ZeroWaste Network initiated by Humus Association. 
The FRRG’s publications are available; experiences on Compost parties are gathered. Previously published course books and booklets of Eco Forum Foundation are available. 
Compost Forum Foundation follows the courses and lectures on composting mainly in Budapest. Planned games on composting are available at their website.
Green circles of universities and colleges should be involved concerning composting, researches.  
Concluding all research data and the facts we can seriously recommend establishing a new green day, Compost Day as a festival day for one day of the year to popularize this movement. The rest of the year would be simple doing composting at home, at schools, at kindergartens, where ever is applicable with the help of local authorities and NGOs. 
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Special thanks for organizing and helping the Compost Day project to Gabriella Eleőd-Faludy (Compost Forum Hungary), Zsuzsanna Portik-Bakay. (Humus Association). Interviews were taken with Mária Ruepp-Vargay (Eco Forum Foundation) and Béla Munkácsy (Eötvös Loránd University).  Great opportunity and pleasure to have a publication of Liget Foundation: Dragonfly Magazine which announced the first national Compost Day in 10th of October 2011. Thank you very much! 


